Some properties of otoconia.
Otoconia are dynamic mineral deposits present in the gravity receptors of most vertebrates; fishes often have a single large mass called an otolith instead. Otoconia generally have the appearance of single crystals but contain organic and inorganic components, the mineral being almost exclusively a polymorph of calcium carbonate. The two phases are closely interrelated structurally. Ultra-high resolution transmission electron microscopy of rat otoconia showed them to be mosaic biominerals. The crystallites were 50-100 nm in diameter, had some rounded edges, and were highly ordered into laminae. This suggests that crystallite seeding and growth is organic matrix mediated. Crystallite asymmetry may also indicate piezoelectricity. A further finding of similarities in electron beam diffraction patterns obtained from some frog and rat otoconia could mean that the calcite of mammalian units mimics aragonite. A comparative study showed that turtles, which are close to the stem line for mammals, had calcite-type otoconia in the utricle. Alligators, which share a common ancestry with birds, had this type otoconium in all three gravity receptors, although saccular otoconia had a variety of forms. The nature of the mineral is unknown. The biochemical composition of the organic otoconial material is under study, to learn how mineral deposition is regulated. Proteins of rat otoconial complexes ranged between ca. 16500 and over 100000 Da in molecular mass and were similar in saccular and utricular otoconial complexes. Our new analysis of the amino acid composition of the complexes by high performance liquid chromatography showed the complexes to be high in the acidic and low in the basic amino acids.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)